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each with its own aspirations, customs and traditions. Catherine Ryan has written an intriguing biography of one
of the most famous women of modern times, who at 91 years old still seems fit and healthy and looks very unlikely
to hand over the reins to her successors any time soon.

Elizabeth the Queen - Sally Bedell Smith - 2012
A tribute to the life and enduring reign of Elizabeth II draws on numerous interviews and previously undisclosed
documents to juxtapose the queen's public and private lives, providing coverage of such topics as her teen
romance with Philip, her contributions during World War II and the scandals that have challenged her family.
(This book was previously listed in Forecast.)

Elizabeth I, the People's Queen - Kerrie Logan Hollihan - 2011-06
One of England's most fascinating monarchs is brought to life in this hands-on study for young minds. Combining
projects, pictures, and sidebars with an authoritative biography, children will develop an understanding of the
Reformation, Shakespearean England, and how Elizabeth's 45-year reign set the stage for the English
Renaissance and marshaled her country into a chief military power. Providing 21 activities, from singing a
madrigal and growing a knot garden to creating a period costume--complete with a neck ruff and a cloak for the
queen's court--readers will experience a sliver of life in the Elizabethan age. For those who wish to delve deeper, a
time line, online resources, and a reading list are included to aid in further study.

Elizabeth the Queen - Sally Bedell Smith - 2012
A tribute to the life and enduring reign of Elizabeth II draws on numerous interviews and previously undisclosed
documents to juxtapose the queen's public and private lives, providing coverage of such topics as her teen
romance with Philip, her contributions during World War II and the scandals that have challenged her family.
(This book was previously listed in Forecast.)

Elizabeth I, the People's Queen - Kerrie Logan Hollihan - 2011-06
One of England's most fascinating monarchs is brought to life in this hands-on study for young minds. Combining
projects, pictures, and sidebars with an authoritative biography, children will develop an understanding of the
Reformation, Shakespearean England, and how Elizabeth's 45-year reign set the stage for the English
Renaissance and marshaled her country into a chief military power. Providing 21 activities, from singing a
madrigal and growing a knot garden to creating a period costume--complete with a neck ruff and a cloak for the
queen's court--readers will experience a sliver of life in the Elizabethan age. For those who wish to delve deeper, a
time line, online resources, and a reading list are included to aid in further study.

The Queen - Catherine Ryan - 2018-01-16
Her Royal Highness Queen Elizabeth II has reigned for 64 years, longer than any British monarch in history.
During that time the Queen has endured the ups and downs that long life will bring. She was a beacon of hope
during and after the Second World War in difficult times when the world faced a precarious future, and she has
served as a role model for generations of men and women who continue to be in awe of her commitment to
service, sacrifice, and the Commonwealth of nations over which she rules. The abdication of her uncle, Edward
VIII, in 1936 turned her family’s world upside-down. When her father was crowned King George VI, Elizabeth was
thrust into the eye of the storm as a future queen. A shy and reserved child, she grew into a wise and insightful
monarch who has dealt ably with nine British Prime Ministers during her long reign, from Winston Churchill to
Theresa May. It was, of course, not always straightforward and the Queen has found herself in hot water several
times, most notably during the marriage of Prince Charles and Diana, Princess of Wales. When Diana was
tragically killed in a car crash the standing of the Royal Family was probably at its lowest ebb. It is unlikely that
we will ever see a monarch reign so long or so effectively again, holding together a disparate group of nations,
each with its own aspirations, customs and traditions. Catherine Ryan has written an intriguing biography of one
of the most famous women of modern times, who at 91 years old still seems fit and healthy and looks very unlikely
to hand over the reins to her successors any time soon.

DK Life Stories Queen Elizabeth II - DK - 2020-10-20
Discover the inspiring story of Queen Elizabeth II, the longest-reigning monarch in British history, in this
fascinating kids' biography. At just 25 years of age, Princess Elizabeth succeeded King George VI to the British
throne. This compelling ebook looks at Elizabeth's life as both a public and private figure. It traces her early years
as a princess, her experiences in the women's army during World War II, her coronation, and her life as queen
both at home and in the public eye. The ebook looks at Elizabeth's marriage to Prince Philip, her husband of more
than 70 years, and her life as a mother to her four children, including her eldest son Prince Charles, the heir to
the throne. In this biography ebook for kids ages 8-11, learn how Elizabeth has worked alongside 13 British prime
ministers, met leaders from around the world, and has remained a stable presence as head of the British royal
family. This new kids' biography series from DK goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life stories of history's
most interesting and inspiring people. Full-color photographs and hand-drawn illustrations complement ageappropriate, narrative text to create an engaging book children will enjoy reading. Definition boxes, information
sidebars, inspiring quotes, and other nonfiction text features add depth, and a handy reference section at the back
makes DK Life Stories the one biography series everyone will want to collect.
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Discover the inspiring story of Queen Elizabeth II, the longest-reigning monarch in British history, in this
fascinating kids' biography. At just 25 years of age, Princess Elizabeth succeeded King George VI to the British
throne. This compelling ebook looks at Elizabeth's life as both a public and private figure. It traces her early years
as a princess, her experiences in the women's army during World War II, her coronation, and her life as queen
both at home and in the public eye. The ebook looks at Elizabeth's marriage to Prince Philip, her husband of more
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achieved a “broad and solid background from which she could draw during the rapidly changing times of her long
family. This new kids' biography series from DK goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life stories of history's
most interesting and inspiring people. Full-color photographs and hand-drawn illustrations complement ageappropriate, narrative text to create an engaging book children will enjoy reading. Definition boxes, information
sidebars, inspiring quotes, and other nonfiction text features add depth, and a handy reference section at the back
makes DK Life Stories the one biography series everyone will want to collect.

ministers, met leaders from around the world, and has remained a stable presence as head of the British royal
reign. Out of a little princess they made a Queen.”
Princess - Jane Dismore - 2018-06-01
In November 2017 the Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh celebrated their 70th wedding anniversary. As a 13year-old Princess, she fell in love with Prince Philip of Greece, an ambitious naval cadet, and they married when
she was 21; when she suddenly became Queen at 25, their lives changed forever. Philip has been her great
support, but fortunately she also had a solid foundation that helped prepare her for a life dedicated to duty. With
previously unpublished material and unique memories from friends and relatives who have known her since
childhood, this book looks afresh and in richer depth at her life as Princess, glittering yet isolating. Vivid detail
and anecdotes reveal more about her, the era in which she grew up and the people who shaped her life. The
archives of royal confidante Lady Desborough and Private Secretary Sir Alec Hardinge reveal unseen letters from
the Princess and the royal family, giving intimate insights into their lives and minds. Here is her sadness at the
death of her nanny, Alah; her joy in her children; her melancholy as a young wife when Philip returns to his ship;
the sensitivities of her father. Here too is the Princess with the aristocratic Bowes Lyons, her mother’s family, who
featured significantly in her life, yet rarely appear in books. The author sheds new light on anomalies surrounding
the birth of her mother who, it has been asserted, was the daughter of the family’s cook. The strain of wartime on
the royal family is highlighted in new material contrasting the stance of the Princess’s uncles, the Duke of
Windsor and David Bowes Lyon. In contrast with her upbringing, Philip’s early life was turbulent, although their
lives shared some interesting parallels. Lady Butter, a relation of Philip and friend of the Princess, recalls time
spent with each of them; and unpublished documents show how intelligence agencies considered the socialist
influence of the Mountbattens on Philip and thus on the royal court. More importantly, Princess traces how an
“ordinary country girl” suddenly found herself in the line of succession to the crown at age ten when her Uncle,
the Duke of Windsor, abdicated the throne to his brother Albert (“Bertie” to family and friends), the once and
future King George VI. Breaking new ground for a future English monarch, she became the first female member
of the royal family to serve on active duty during World War II, and broke tradition by sending her children away
to school rather having them privately tutored. Indeed, by the time of her coronation in 1953, she had already
achieved a “broad and solid background from which she could draw during the rapidly changing times of her long
reign. Out of a little princess they made a Queen.”

The Life of Elizabeth I - Alison Weir - 2013-04-24
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Perhaps the most influential sovereign England has ever known, Queen
Elizabeth I remained an extremely private person throughout her reign, keeping her own counsel and sharing
secrets with no one--not even her closest, most trusted advisers. Now, in this brilliantly researched, fascinating
new book, acclaimed biographer Alison Weir shares provocative new interpretations and fresh insights on this
enigmatic figure. Against a lavish backdrop of pageantry and passion, intrigue and war, Weir dispels the myths
surrounding Elizabeth I and examines the contradictions of her character. Elizabeth I loved the Earl of Leicester,
but did she conspire to murder his wife? She called herself the Virgin Queen, but how chaste was she through
dozens of liaisons? She never married—was her choice to remain single tied to the chilling fate of her mother,
Anne Boleyn? An enthralling epic that is also an amazingly intimate portrait, The Life of Elizabeth I is a
mesmerizing, stunning reading experience.
The Life of Elizabeth I - Alison Weir - 2013-04-24
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Perhaps the most influential sovereign England has ever known, Queen
Elizabeth I remained an extremely private person throughout her reign, keeping her own counsel and sharing
secrets with no one--not even her closest, most trusted advisers. Now, in this brilliantly researched, fascinating
new book, acclaimed biographer Alison Weir shares provocative new interpretations and fresh insights on this
enigmatic figure. Against a lavish backdrop of pageantry and passion, intrigue and war, Weir dispels the myths
surrounding Elizabeth I and examines the contradictions of her character. Elizabeth I loved the Earl of Leicester,
but did she conspire to murder his wife? She called herself the Virgin Queen, but how chaste was she through
dozens of liaisons? She never married—was her choice to remain single tied to the chilling fate of her mother,
Anne Boleyn? An enthralling epic that is also an amazingly intimate portrait, The Life of Elizabeth I is a
mesmerizing, stunning reading experience.

Town & Country The Queen - Victoria Murphy - 2021-04-06
A pictorial celebration of Queen Elizabeth II’s magnificent reign Since she succeeded to the throne in 1952,
Queen Elizabeth II has become respected, celebrated, and beloved around the world. This stunning collection of
powerful images illustrates her storied reign in all its glory. More than 300 extraordinary photographs, along with
insightful commentary by the royal journalist Victoria Murphy, showcase the significant, historic, and intimate
moments throughout the Queen’s life, first as a young princess and then as the longest-reigning British monarch.
The book covers her war years in service; her marriage to Prince Philip; her coronation—the first to be televised;
her extensive official travels around the world; the glittering diplomatic occasions and encounters with world
leaders, dignitaries, and celebrities; the pomp and pageantry of ceremonial events; her role as a fashion icon; her
relationships with her parents, King George VI and the Queen Mother, and her sister, Princess Margaret; the birth
of her son and heir to the throne Prince Charles; family life with her four children and eight grandchildren, as well
as her beloved dogs and horses; and the growing role of Prince William and his wife, the Duchess of Cambridge,
as they support the Queen in her public duties. Shown here too are the Crown Jewels as well as the Queen’s
personal jewelry collection; a look at the royal palaces and residences; and portraits from the stunning royal
weddings that have so enchanted the world. Throughout her reign, with a combination of star power and a
profound sense of duty, Queen Elizabeth II has steered the British monarchy into the modern era with supreme
style and grace. She is truly a queen for all ages.

Princess - Jane Dismore - 2018-06-01
In November 2017 the Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh celebrated their 70th wedding anniversary. As a 13year-old Princess, she fell in love with Prince Philip of Greece, an ambitious naval cadet, and they married when
she was 21; when she suddenly became Queen at 25, their lives changed forever. Philip has been her great
support, but fortunately she also had a solid foundation that helped prepare her for a life dedicated to duty. With
previously unpublished material and unique memories from friends and relatives who have known her since
childhood, this book looks afresh and in richer depth at her life as Princess, glittering yet isolating. Vivid detail
and anecdotes reveal more about her, the era in which she grew up and the people who shaped her life. The
archives of royal confidante Lady Desborough and Private Secretary Sir Alec Hardinge reveal unseen letters from
the Princess and the royal family, giving intimate insights into their lives and minds. Here is her sadness at the
death of her nanny, Alah; her joy in her children; her melancholy as a young wife when Philip returns to his ship;
the sensitivities of her father. Here too is the Princess with the aristocratic Bowes Lyons, her mother’s family, who
featured significantly in her life, yet rarely appear in books. The author sheds new light on anomalies surrounding
the birth of her mother who, it has been asserted, was the daughter of the family’s cook. The strain of wartime on
the royal family is highlighted in new material contrasting the stance of the Princess’s uncles, the Duke of
Windsor and David Bowes Lyon. In contrast with her upbringing, Philip’s early life was turbulent, although their
lives shared some interesting parallels. Lady Butter, a relation of Philip and friend of the Princess, recalls time
spent with each of them; and unpublished documents show how intelligence agencies considered the socialist
influence of the Mountbattens on Philip and thus on the royal court. More importantly, Princess traces how an
“ordinary country girl” suddenly found herself in the line of succession to the crown at age ten when her Uncle,
the Duke of Windsor, abdicated the throne to his brother Albert (“Bertie” to family and friends), the once and
future King George VI. Breaking new ground for a future English monarch, she became the first female member
of the royal family to serve on active duty during World War II, and broke tradition by sending her children away
to school rather having them privately tutored. Indeed, by the time of her coronation in 1953, she had already
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Town & Country The Queen - Victoria Murphy - 2021-04-06
A pictorial celebration of Queen Elizabeth II’s magnificent reign Since she succeeded to the throne in 1952,
Queen Elizabeth II has become respected, celebrated, and beloved around the world. This stunning collection of
powerful images illustrates her storied reign in all its glory. More than 300 extraordinary photographs, along with
insightful commentary by the royal journalist Victoria Murphy, showcase the significant, historic, and intimate
moments throughout the Queen’s life, first as a young princess and then as the longest-reigning British monarch.
The book covers her war years in service; her marriage to Prince Philip; her coronation—the first to be televised;
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II finally appears to be at ease in the modern world, helped by the new generation of Windsors. But through
leaders, dignitaries, and celebrities; the pomp and pageantry of ceremonial events; her role as a fashion icon; her
relationships with her parents, King George VI and the Queen Mother, and her sister, Princess Margaret; the birth
of her son and heir to the throne Prince Charles; family life with her four children and eight grandchildren, as well
as her beloved dogs and horses; and the growing role of Prince William and his wife, the Duchess of Cambridge,
as they support the Queen in her public duties. Shown here too are the Crown Jewels as well as the Queen’s
personal jewelry collection; a look at the royal palaces and residences; and portraits from the stunning royal
weddings that have so enchanted the world. Throughout her reign, with a combination of star power and a
profound sense of duty, Queen Elizabeth II has steered the British monarchy into the modern era with supreme
style and grace. She is truly a queen for all ages.

her extensive official travels around the world; the glittering diplomatic occasions and encounters with world
Irving’s unique insight there emerges a more fragile institution, whose extraordinarily dutiful matriarch has
managed to persevere with dignity, yet in doing so made a Faustian pact with the media. The Last Queen is not a
conventional biography—and the book is therefore not limited by the traditions of that genre. Instead, it follows
Elizabeth and her family’s struggle to survive in the face of unprecedented changes in our attitudes towards the
royal family, with the critical eye of an investigative reporter who is present and involved on a highly personal
level.
The Last Queen - Clive Irving - 2021-01-05
A timely and revelatory new biography of Queen Elizabeth (and her family) exploring how the Windsors have
evolved and thrived, as the modern world has changed around them. Clive Irving’s stunning new narrative
biography The Last Queen probes the question of the British monarchy’s longevity. In 2021, the Queen Elizabeth
II finally appears to be at ease in the modern world, helped by the new generation of Windsors. But through
Irving’s unique insight there emerges a more fragile institution, whose extraordinarily dutiful matriarch has
managed to persevere with dignity, yet in doing so made a Faustian pact with the media. The Last Queen is not a
conventional biography—and the book is therefore not limited by the traditions of that genre. Instead, it follows
Elizabeth and her family’s struggle to survive in the face of unprecedented changes in our attitudes towards the
royal family, with the critical eye of an investigative reporter who is present and involved on a highly personal
level.

Queen of Our Times - Robert Hardman - 2022-04-05
A definitive portrait of Queen Elizabeth II on the seventieth anniversary of her reign by a renowned royal
biographer. Shy but with a steely self-confidence; inscrutable despite ten decades in the public eye; unflappable;
devout; indulgent; outwardly reserved, inwardly passionate; unsentimental; inquisitive; young at heart. All of
these describe Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, who has reigned through more seismic social change than any
monarch in British history. From the Abdication to the Sussexes, from World War II to the loss of her life-long
partner, she has witnessed family crises on a scale not seen since the days of George III. She is a 21st Century
global phenomenon commanding unrivalled respect and affection. Sealed off during the greatest peacetime
emergency of modern times, she has stuck to her own maxim: ‘I have to be seen to be believed.’ And now she is
preparing for an event without parallel in Europe since the reign of Louis XIV: her Platinum Jubilee, celebrating
seventy years on the Throne. Robert Hardman, the acclaimed and respected author of Her Majesty and Queen of
the World has already examined the Queen as a modern monarch and her role as a stateswoman abroad. Now, in
this entirely new study, including unpublished Royal Family papers and photographs along with personal stories
from other world leaders, he wraps up the full story of one of the undisputed greats in a thousand years of
monarchy. Hardman distils Elizabeth's complex life into a must-read study of dynastic survival and renewal. It is a
portrait of a world leader who remains as intriguing today as the day she came to the Throne at age twenty-five.
With peerless access to members of the Royal Family, staff, friends and royal records, Queen of Our Times brings
fresh insights and scholarship to the modern royal story. There will be no more thorough, more readable, more
original book on the record-breaking Elizabeth II as she reaches a landmark which, surely, can never be equaled.

The Real Elizabeth - Andrew Marr - 2012-01-03
A tie-in to the 60th anniversary of the current British monarch's ascension to the throne explores the private
character of the queen behind her public persona, providing coverage of such topics as the circumstances of her
early coronation, her relationship with international heads of state and her struggles with family challenges. (This
book was previously listed in Forecast.)
The Real Elizabeth - Andrew Marr - 2012-01-03
A tie-in to the 60th anniversary of the current British monarch's ascension to the throne explores the private
character of the queen behind her public persona, providing coverage of such topics as the circumstances of her
early coronation, her relationship with international heads of state and her struggles with family challenges. (This
book was previously listed in Forecast.)

Queen of Our Times - Robert Hardman - 2022-04-05
A definitive portrait of Queen Elizabeth II on the seventieth anniversary of her reign by a renowned royal
biographer. Shy but with a steely self-confidence; inscrutable despite ten decades in the public eye; unflappable;
devout; indulgent; outwardly reserved, inwardly passionate; unsentimental; inquisitive; young at heart. All of
these describe Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, who has reigned through more seismic social change than any
monarch in British history. From the Abdication to the Sussexes, from World War II to the loss of her life-long
partner, she has witnessed family crises on a scale not seen since the days of George III. She is a 21st Century
global phenomenon commanding unrivalled respect and affection. Sealed off during the greatest peacetime
emergency of modern times, she has stuck to her own maxim: ‘I have to be seen to be believed.’ And now she is
preparing for an event without parallel in Europe since the reign of Louis XIV: her Platinum Jubilee, celebrating
seventy years on the Throne. Robert Hardman, the acclaimed and respected author of Her Majesty and Queen of
the World has already examined the Queen as a modern monarch and her role as a stateswoman abroad. Now, in
this entirely new study, including unpublished Royal Family papers and photographs along with personal stories
from other world leaders, he wraps up the full story of one of the undisputed greats in a thousand years of
monarchy. Hardman distils Elizabeth's complex life into a must-read study of dynastic survival and renewal. It is a
portrait of a world leader who remains as intriguing today as the day she came to the Throne at age twenty-five.
With peerless access to members of the Royal Family, staff, friends and royal records, Queen of Our Times brings
fresh insights and scholarship to the modern royal story. There will be no more thorough, more readable, more
original book on the record-breaking Elizabeth II as she reaches a landmark which, surely, can never be equaled.

Young Elizabeth: The Making of the Queen - Kate Williams - 2015-11-15
A lively and poignant biography of the young princess who, at the impressionable age of eleven, found that she
was now heiress to the throne, by the New York Times bestselling author of Becoming Queen Victoria. We can
hardly imagine a Britain without Elizabeth II on the throne. It seems to be the job she was born for. And yet for
much of her early life the young princess did not know the role that her future would hold. She was our accidental
Queen. Elizabeth's determination to share in the struggles of her people marked her out from a young age. Her
father initially refused to let her volunteer as a nurse during the Blitz, but relented when she was 18 and allowed
her to work as a mechanic and truck driver for the Women's Auxiliary Territorial Service. It was her forwardthinking approach that ensured that her coronation was televised, against the advice of politicians at the time.
Kate Williams reveals how the 25-year-old young queen carved out a lasting role for herself amid the changes of
the 20th century. Her monarchy would be a very different one to that of her parents and grandparents, and its
continuing popularity in the 21st century owes much to the intelligence and elusive personality of this remarkable
woman.
Young Elizabeth: The Making of the Queen - Kate Williams - 2015-11-15
A lively and poignant biography of the young princess who, at the impressionable age of eleven, found that she
was now heiress to the throne, by the New York Times bestselling author of Becoming Queen Victoria. We can
hardly imagine a Britain without Elizabeth II on the throne. It seems to be the job she was born for. And yet for
much of her early life the young princess did not know the role that her future would hold. She was our accidental
Queen. Elizabeth's determination to share in the struggles of her people marked her out from a young age. Her
father initially refused to let her volunteer as a nurse during the Blitz, but relented when she was 18 and allowed
her to work as a mechanic and truck driver for the Women's Auxiliary Territorial Service. It was her forwardthinking approach that ensured that her coronation was televised, against the advice of politicians at the time.

The Last Queen - Clive Irving - 2021-01-05
A timely and revelatory new biography of Queen Elizabeth (and her family) exploring how the Windsors have
evolved and thrived, as the modern world has changed around them. Clive Irving’s stunning new narrative
biography The Last Queen probes the question of the British monarchy’s longevity. In 2021, the Queen Elizabeth
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of the man married to the most famous woman in the world Before he met the young girl who became Queen
the 20th century. Her monarchy would be a very different one to that of her parents and grandparents, and its
continuing popularity in the 21st century owes much to the intelligence and elusive personality of this remarkable
woman.

Kate Williams reveals how the 25-year-old young queen carved out a lasting role for herself amid the changes of
Elizabeth II, Prince Philip had a tumultuous upbringing in Greece, France, Nazi Germany, and Britain. His mother,
Princess Alice of Battenberg, was born deaf; she was committed to a psychiatric clinic when Philip was eight. His
father, Prince Andrew of Greece, already traumatized by his exile from his home country, promptly shut up the
family home and went off to live with his mistress, effectively leaving his young son an orphan. Remarkably, Philip
emerged from his difficult childhood a character of singular vitality and dash—self-confident, opinionated, and
devastatingly handsome. Girls fell at his feet, and the princess who would become his wife was smitten from the
age of thirteen. Yet alongside his considerable charm and intelligence, the young prince was also prone to
volcanic outbursts, which would have profound consequences for his family and the future of the monarchy. In
this authoritative and wonderfully compelling book, acclaimed biographer Philip Eade brings to vivid life the
storm-tossed early years of one of the most fascinating and mysterious members of the royal family.

Queen Elizabeth II - Deborah Hart Strober - 2022-05-03
A stunning and revelatory oral history of Queen Elizabeth II and her reign. There seems an unquenchable
fascination with the British royal family on both sides of the Atlantic, borne out by the popularity of The Crown on
Netflix, the spotlight on the Sussexes and Cambridges, and the media attention on the death of Prince Philip.
These detailed interviews and insightful accounts range from the very early years of her reign to Prince Phillip’s
death in 2021. Covering the shocking death of her father and the adjustment required of a newly married couple
as well as the turmoil of the later years and her grandchildren’s families. This lavishly produced hardback with
rarely seen color photos paints a full, detailed and sympathetic portrait of a life lived in service. Featuring
interviews from diverse sources from private staff at Buckingham Palace and family friends, to international
figures like Nelson Mandela, it contains a broad spectrum of views on Queen Elizabeth II—her story and her
personality and how her life has intersected and impacted others.

Prince Philip - Philip Eade - 2011-11-08
"Rich in drama and tragedy" (The Guardian), here is a mesmerizing account of the extraordinary formative years
of the man married to the most famous woman in the world Before he met the young girl who became Queen
Elizabeth II, Prince Philip had a tumultuous upbringing in Greece, France, Nazi Germany, and Britain. His mother,
Princess Alice of Battenberg, was born deaf; she was committed to a psychiatric clinic when Philip was eight. His
father, Prince Andrew of Greece, already traumatized by his exile from his home country, promptly shut up the
family home and went off to live with his mistress, effectively leaving his young son an orphan. Remarkably, Philip
emerged from his difficult childhood a character of singular vitality and dash—self-confident, opinionated, and
devastatingly handsome. Girls fell at his feet, and the princess who would become his wife was smitten from the
age of thirteen. Yet alongside his considerable charm and intelligence, the young prince was also prone to
volcanic outbursts, which would have profound consequences for his family and the future of the monarchy. In
this authoritative and wonderfully compelling book, acclaimed biographer Philip Eade brings to vivid life the
storm-tossed early years of one of the most fascinating and mysterious members of the royal family.

Queen Elizabeth II - Deborah Hart Strober - 2022-05-03
A stunning and revelatory oral history of Queen Elizabeth II and her reign. There seems an unquenchable
fascination with the British royal family on both sides of the Atlantic, borne out by the popularity of The Crown on
Netflix, the spotlight on the Sussexes and Cambridges, and the media attention on the death of Prince Philip.
These detailed interviews and insightful accounts range from the very early years of her reign to Prince Phillip’s
death in 2021. Covering the shocking death of her father and the adjustment required of a newly married couple
as well as the turmoil of the later years and her grandchildren’s families. This lavishly produced hardback with
rarely seen color photos paints a full, detailed and sympathetic portrait of a life lived in service. Featuring
interviews from diverse sources from private staff at Buckingham Palace and family friends, to international
figures like Nelson Mandela, it contains a broad spectrum of views on Queen Elizabeth II—her story and her
personality and how her life has intersected and impacted others.

Prince Charles - Sally Bedell Smith - 2017-04-04
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The life and loves of Prince Charles are illuminated in a major new biography
from the New York Times bestselling author of Elizabeth the Queen—perfect for fans of The Crown. Sally Bedell
Smith returns once again to the British royal family to give us a new look at Prince Charles, the oldest heir to the
throne in more than three hundred years. This vivid, eye-opening biography—the product of four years of research
and hundreds of interviews with palace officials, former girlfriends, spiritual gurus, and more, some speaking on
the record for the first time—is the first authoritative treatment of Charles’s life that sheds light on the death of
Diana, his marriage to Camilla, and his preparations to take the throne one day. Prince Charles brings to life the
real man, with all of his ambitions, insecurities, and convictions. It begins with his lonely childhood, in which he
struggled to live up to his father’s expectations and sought companionship from the Queen Mother and his greatuncle Lord Mountbatten. It follows him through difficult years at school, his early love affairs, his intellectual
quests, his entrepreneurial pursuits, and his intense search for spiritual meaning. It tells of the tragedy of his
marriage to Diana; his eventual reunion with his true love, Camilla; and his relationships with William, Kate,
Harry, and his grandchildren. Ranging from his glamorous palaces to his country homes, from his globe-trotting
travels to his local initiatives, Smith shows how Prince Charles possesses a fiercely independent spirit and yet has
spent more than six decades waiting for his destined role, living a life dictated by protocols he often struggles to
obey. With keen insight and the discovery of unexpected new details, Smith lays bare the contradictions of a man
who is more complicated, tragic, and compelling than we knew, until now. Praise for Prince Charles “[Smith]
understands the British upper classes and aristocracy (including the royals) very well indeed. . . . [She] makes
many telling, shrewd points in pursuit of realigning the popular image of Prince Charles.”—William Boyd, The
New York Times Book Review “[A] masterly account.”—The Wall Street Journal “Thoroughly researched and
insightful . . . In this profile, it is clear [Smith] got inside the circular barriers that protect the man and his
position. The Charles that emerges is, as the subtitle suggests, both a paradox and a creature of his
passions.”—The Washington Times “[A] compellingly juicy bio . . . Windsor-philes will be mesmerized.”—People
“Prince Charles paints an affectingly human portrait. . . . Smith writes about [Charles’s life] with a skill and
sympathy she perfected in her 2012 biography of Charles’s mother.”—The Christian Science Monitor
“Comprehensive and admirably fair . . . Until his accession to the throne, Smith’s portrait will stand as the
definitive study.”—Booklist (starred review) “[A] fascinating book that is not just about a man who would be king,
but also about the duties that come with privilege.”—Walter Isaacson “Sally Bedell Smith has given us a complete

Elizabeth - Sarah Gristwood - 2018-02-15
An internationally admired figure, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II is the most high-profile monarch in the world,
enjoying enduring and wide-ranging popularity. Spanning from 1926 to the present day, Elizabeth The Queen and
the Crown reveals the story behind Britain's longest-reigning monarch's extraordinary life. Sarah Gristwood
follows the twists and turns of Her Majesty’s life and its key turning points – including her teenage years during
World War II, meeting and marrying Prince Philip of Greece, later the Duke of Edinburgh, and her accession to
the throne in 1952. Split into chapters covering different periods of her life, from ‘Apprenticeship (1926–1956)’,
‘Being Queen (1956–1986)’ to ‘Change, Celebration and Commemoration (1986–2022)’, the book charts the
extraordinary events in the Queen's life alongside the everyday duties of her role as monarch. Originally published
in 2017, this book has been updated for the Platinum Jubilee in 2022, illustrated with historic photography that
makes it as beautiful to own as enjoyable to read.
Elizabeth - Sarah Gristwood - 2018-02-15
An internationally admired figure, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II is the most high-profile monarch in the world,
enjoying enduring and wide-ranging popularity. Spanning from 1926 to the present day, Elizabeth The Queen and
the Crown reveals the story behind Britain's longest-reigning monarch's extraordinary life. Sarah Gristwood
follows the twists and turns of Her Majesty’s life and its key turning points – including her teenage years during
World War II, meeting and marrying Prince Philip of Greece, later the Duke of Edinburgh, and her accession to
the throne in 1952. Split into chapters covering different periods of her life, from ‘Apprenticeship (1926–1956)’,
‘Being Queen (1956–1986)’ to ‘Change, Celebration and Commemoration (1986–2022)’, the book charts the
extraordinary events in the Queen's life alongside the everyday duties of her role as monarch. Originally published
in 2017, this book has been updated for the Platinum Jubilee in 2022, illustrated with historic photography that
makes it as beautiful to own as enjoyable to read.
Prince Philip - Philip Eade - 2011-11-08
"Rich in drama and tragedy" (The Guardian), here is a mesmerizing account of the extraordinary formative years
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witnessed sweeping changes, not least of which was the dissolution of the British Empire. Queen Elizabeth II - A
the front pages of the tabs.”—Tom Brokaw

and compelling portrait of the man in the shadow of the throne. It’s all here, from the back stairs of the palaces to
Royal Life in Pictures records the major events of her reign, during which she has carried out her duties with a
huge programme of visits in the UK as well as many foreign tours, her world travel being unprecedented by any
previous monarch. In an age when photography has become the ubiquitous medium, the Queen has been one of
the most photographed women in the world, with strong media interest ever since the days of her childhood as a
young princess. Revealed here in almost 250 unique pictures, taken by photographers of the Press Association
over a period of more than 80 years, is a fascinating documentation of the life of an extraordinary woman.

Prince Charles - Sally Bedell Smith - 2017-04-04
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The life and loves of Prince Charles are illuminated in a major new biography
from the New York Times bestselling author of Elizabeth the Queen—perfect for fans of The Crown. Sally Bedell
Smith returns once again to the British royal family to give us a new look at Prince Charles, the oldest heir to the
throne in more than three hundred years. This vivid, eye-opening biography—the product of four years of research
and hundreds of interviews with palace officials, former girlfriends, spiritual gurus, and more, some speaking on
the record for the first time—is the first authoritative treatment of Charles’s life that sheds light on the death of
Diana, his marriage to Camilla, and his preparations to take the throne one day. Prince Charles brings to life the
real man, with all of his ambitions, insecurities, and convictions. It begins with his lonely childhood, in which he
struggled to live up to his father’s expectations and sought companionship from the Queen Mother and his greatuncle Lord Mountbatten. It follows him through difficult years at school, his early love affairs, his intellectual
quests, his entrepreneurial pursuits, and his intense search for spiritual meaning. It tells of the tragedy of his
marriage to Diana; his eventual reunion with his true love, Camilla; and his relationships with William, Kate,
Harry, and his grandchildren. Ranging from his glamorous palaces to his country homes, from his globe-trotting
travels to his local initiatives, Smith shows how Prince Charles possesses a fiercely independent spirit and yet has
spent more than six decades waiting for his destined role, living a life dictated by protocols he often struggles to
obey. With keen insight and the discovery of unexpected new details, Smith lays bare the contradictions of a man
who is more complicated, tragic, and compelling than we knew, until now. Praise for Prince Charles “[Smith]
understands the British upper classes and aristocracy (including the royals) very well indeed. . . . [She] makes
many telling, shrewd points in pursuit of realigning the popular image of Prince Charles.”—William Boyd, The
New York Times Book Review “[A] masterly account.”—The Wall Street Journal “Thoroughly researched and
insightful . . . In this profile, it is clear [Smith] got inside the circular barriers that protect the man and his
position. The Charles that emerges is, as the subtitle suggests, both a paradox and a creature of his
passions.”—The Washington Times “[A] compellingly juicy bio . . . Windsor-philes will be mesmerized.”—People
“Prince Charles paints an affectingly human portrait. . . . Smith writes about [Charles’s life] with a skill and
sympathy she perfected in her 2012 biography of Charles’s mother.”—The Christian Science Monitor
“Comprehensive and admirably fair . . . Until his accession to the throne, Smith’s portrait will stand as the
definitive study.”—Booklist (starred review) “[A] fascinating book that is not just about a man who would be king,
but also about the duties that come with privilege.”—Walter Isaacson “Sally Bedell Smith has given us a complete
and compelling portrait of the man in the shadow of the throne. It’s all here, from the back stairs of the palaces to
the front pages of the tabs.”—Tom Brokaw

Monarch - Robert Lacey - 2008-06-24
For more than fifty years, Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Windsor -- who became Elizabeth II, Queen of England on
February 6, 1952 -- has been loved and loathed, revered and feared, applauded and criticized by her people. Still
she endures as a captivating figure in the world's most durable symbol of political authority: the British monarchy.
In Monarch, a meticulously detailed portrait of Elizabeth II as both a human being and an institution, bestselling
author Robert Lacey brings the queen to life as never before: as baby "Lilibet" learning to wave to a crowd in the
Royal Mews; as a child "ardently praying for a brother" so as to avoid her fate; as a young woman falling in love
with and marrying her cousin Philip; and as the mother-in-law of the most complicated royal of all, Princess Diana.
Updated with new material to reflect the 2002 Golden Jubilee and the passing of the Queen Mum -- and featuring
dozens of photographs, a family tree of the Hanoverian-Windsor-Mountbatten families, and a map that charts the
location of royal castles -- Monarch is an engaging, critical, and celebratory account of Elizabeth's half-century
reign that no reader of popular history should be without.
Monarch - Robert Lacey - 2008-06-24
For more than fifty years, Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Windsor -- who became Elizabeth II, Queen of England on
February 6, 1952 -- has been loved and loathed, revered and feared, applauded and criticized by her people. Still
she endures as a captivating figure in the world's most durable symbol of political authority: the British monarchy.
In Monarch, a meticulously detailed portrait of Elizabeth II as both a human being and an institution, bestselling
author Robert Lacey brings the queen to life as never before: as baby "Lilibet" learning to wave to a crowd in the
Royal Mews; as a child "ardently praying for a brother" so as to avoid her fate; as a young woman falling in love
with and marrying her cousin Philip; and as the mother-in-law of the most complicated royal of all, Princess Diana.
Updated with new material to reflect the 2002 Golden Jubilee and the passing of the Queen Mum -- and featuring
dozens of photographs, a family tree of the Hanoverian-Windsor-Mountbatten families, and a map that charts the
location of royal castles -- Monarch is an engaging, critical, and celebratory account of Elizabeth's half-century
reign that no reader of popular history should be without.
Elizabeth II - - 2021-10-12
ELIZABETH II: A QUEEN FOR OUR TIME is a lively and affectionate celebration of the beloved monarch and a
beautiful visual record of her extraordinary reign over the past twenty years leading up to her platinum jubilee.
For as long as many of us can remember, Queen Elizabeth II has been an omnipresent figurehead—an icon. As
Head of the Commonwealth, she is respected and admired around the world in equal measure. Her stalwart
presence has signaled stability, neutrality, and responsibility. Uniting all that is British as an ambassador and
statesperson, Queen Elizabeth II has seen more of the planet and its people than any other head of state and has
engaged with them like no other monarch in British history; she is unquestionably a global voice for our time. As a
Getty Images royal photographer, Chris Jackson has been granted privileged access to the monarch and the
British royal family. He has documented the Queen’s official engagements over the past two decades, during a
period of seismic changes in the British monarchy. "Photographing Her Majesty the Queen has, and is, one of the
biggest privileges of my career as Getty Images Royal Photographer. As we head towards the celebration of her
Platinum Jubilee, she remains at the heart of a nation and Commonwealth's affections, and is hugely admired and
respected around the world,” says Jackson.. “This book is my personal perspective across the last, almost two
decades, documenting many different facets of the Monarch's life, from the formal ceremony to family life and
those unexpected and heartwarming moments that left me smiling behind the camera". In Jackson’s photographs,
documenting public and private moments and accompanied by warm and engaging text offering a personal
perspective and behind-the-shot anecdotes, ELIZABETH II: A QUEEN FOR OUR TIME captures her majesty’s
great elegance and charm. From royal tours and state dinners to family time and equestrian triumphs, this book
takes us to the heart of what it means to be the head of the British royal family. Much has also been made of the
Queen’s enduring style, and Jackson shines a spotlight on the coats, dresses, evening gowns, jewels, bags, and

Queen Elizabeth II - Ammonite Press - 2011-10-01
HRH Queen Elizabeth II was crowned Queen of the United Kingdom, and Head of the Commonwealth, in
Westminster Abbey on 2 June, 1953 at the age of 27, the 40th monarch since William the Conqueror and the
great-great granddaughter of Queen Victoria. She celebrated her Silver and Golden Jubilees in 1977 and 2002
respectively, her 80th birthday in 2006 and in 2012 will celebrate a 60 years on the throne, equaling Victoria as
the only British monarch to have celebrated a Diamond Jubilee. During Elizabeth's long reign the world has
witnessed sweeping changes, not least of which was the dissolution of the British Empire. Queen Elizabeth II - A
Royal Life in Pictures records the major events of her reign, during which she has carried out her duties with a
huge programme of visits in the UK as well as many foreign tours, her world travel being unprecedented by any
previous monarch. In an age when photography has become the ubiquitous medium, the Queen has been one of
the most photographed women in the world, with strong media interest ever since the days of her childhood as a
young princess. Revealed here in almost 250 unique pictures, taken by photographers of the Press Association
over a period of more than 80 years, is a fascinating documentation of the life of an extraordinary woman.
Queen Elizabeth II - Ammonite Press - 2011-10-01
HRH Queen Elizabeth II was crowned Queen of the United Kingdom, and Head of the Commonwealth, in
Westminster Abbey on 2 June, 1953 at the age of 27, the 40th monarch since William the Conqueror and the
great-great granddaughter of Queen Victoria. She celebrated her Silver and Golden Jubilees in 1977 and 2002
respectively, her 80th birthday in 2006 and in 2012 will celebrate a 60 years on the throne, equaling Victoria as
the only British monarch to have celebrated a Diamond Jubilee. During Elizabeth's long reign the world has
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century England.

accessories that make up her coordinated wardrobe.

Elizabeth II - - 2021-10-12
ELIZABETH II: A QUEEN FOR OUR TIME is a lively and affectionate celebration of the beloved monarch and a
beautiful visual record of her extraordinary reign over the past twenty years leading up to her platinum jubilee.
For as long as many of us can remember, Queen Elizabeth II has been an omnipresent figurehead—an icon. As
Head of the Commonwealth, she is respected and admired around the world in equal measure. Her stalwart
presence has signaled stability, neutrality, and responsibility. Uniting all that is British as an ambassador and
statesperson, Queen Elizabeth II has seen more of the planet and its people than any other head of state and has
engaged with them like no other monarch in British history; she is unquestionably a global voice for our time. As a
Getty Images royal photographer, Chris Jackson has been granted privileged access to the monarch and the
British royal family. He has documented the Queen’s official engagements over the past two decades, during a
period of seismic changes in the British monarchy. "Photographing Her Majesty the Queen has, and is, one of the
biggest privileges of my career as Getty Images Royal Photographer. As we head towards the celebration of her
Platinum Jubilee, she remains at the heart of a nation and Commonwealth's affections, and is hugely admired and
respected around the world,” says Jackson.. “This book is my personal perspective across the last, almost two
decades, documenting many different facets of the Monarch's life, from the formal ceremony to family life and
those unexpected and heartwarming moments that left me smiling behind the camera". In Jackson’s photographs,
documenting public and private moments and accompanied by warm and engaging text offering a personal
perspective and behind-the-shot anecdotes, ELIZABETH II: A QUEEN FOR OUR TIME captures her majesty’s
great elegance and charm. From royal tours and state dinners to family time and equestrian triumphs, this book
takes us to the heart of what it means to be the head of the British royal family. Much has also been made of the
Queen’s enduring style, and Jackson shines a spotlight on the coats, dresses, evening gowns, jewels, bags, and
accessories that make up her coordinated wardrobe.

Our Queen Elizabeth - Kate Williams - 2022-01-19
Our Queen Elizabeth - Kate Williams - 2022-01-19
Queen Elizabeth II and the Royal Family - DK - 2021-06-08
Queen Elizabeth II and the Royal Family is a magnificent tribute to the life and reign of Queen Elizabeth II and a
celebration of the British royal family, from the first English kings through the birth of the queen's second
grandchild to Prince William and Kate, the Duchess of Cambridge. Highly illustrated with photographs and
timelines throughout, Queen Elizabeth II and the Royal Family tells the story of the House of Windsor, and
includes events such as the royal wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton and profiles on key people such
as Princess Diana and Prince Harry. Graphics illuminate details of the queen's personal and private life, vivid
photographs highlight important events, special features showcase the royal residences, and timelines untangle
the complete history of the kings and queens of England and Scotland, tracing the line of succession to the
throne. This gorgeous ebook is the most complete visual history of Britain's most enduring icon, Queen Elizabeth
II, and the royal family.
Queen Elizabeth II and the Royal Family - DK - 2021-06-08
Queen Elizabeth II and the Royal Family is a magnificent tribute to the life and reign of Queen Elizabeth II and a
celebration of the British royal family, from the first English kings through the birth of the queen's second
grandchild to Prince William and Kate, the Duchess of Cambridge. Highly illustrated with photographs and
timelines throughout, Queen Elizabeth II and the Royal Family tells the story of the House of Windsor, and
includes events such as the royal wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton and profiles on key people such
as Princess Diana and Prince Harry. Graphics illuminate details of the queen's personal and private life, vivid
photographs highlight important events, special features showcase the royal residences, and timelines untangle
the complete history of the kings and queens of England and Scotland, tracing the line of succession to the
throne. This gorgeous ebook is the most complete visual history of Britain's most enduring icon, Queen Elizabeth
II, and the royal family.

Queen of the World: Elizabeth II: Sovereign and Stateswoman - Robert Hardman - 2019-01-01
Written by renowned royal biographer, Robert Hardman, and with privileged access to the Royal Family and the
Royal Household, this is a brilliant new portrait of the most famous woman in the world and her place in it. On
today's world stage, there is one leader who stands apart from the rest. Queen Elizabeth II has seen more of the
planet and its people than any other head of state and has engaged with the world like no other monarch in
modern history. The iconic monarch never ventured further than the Isle of Wight until the age of 20 but since
then has now visited over 130 countries across the globe in the line of duty, acting as diplomat, hostess and
dignitary as the world stage as changed beyond recognition. It is a story full of drama, intrigue, exotic and
sometimes dangerous destinations, heroes, rogues, pomp and glamour, but at the heart of it all a woman who's
won the hearts of the world.

The Faith of Queen Elizabeth - Dudley Delffs - 2019-12-03
Discover the inspiring spiritual legacy of Queen Elizabeth II, the longest reigning monarch in British history.
Sharing a behind-the-scenes glimpse into the life of this notoriously private monarch, The Faith of Queen
Elizabeth features intimate stories and inspiring reflections on the personal faith behind the Crown. With
testimonies from historic figures such as Winston Churchill, Billy Graham, Mother Teresa, and Margaret
Thatcher, this magnificent tribute explores the faith of the world's most famous Queen - and the King she serves.
Icon, matriarch, reformer, and the longest-reigning monarch in British history - Queen Elizabeth II intrigues
millions around the world with her royal heritage, inspirational character, and profound faith, especially as
depicted in award-winning films such as The Queen and the wildly popular Netflix series The Crown. With a reign
that bridges the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, Queen Elizabeth has become the definition of stability,
faithfulness, and dignity. Fearlessly, she led her country into the modern age with a balance of historical tradition
and entrepreneurial initiative, public service and private devotion. Nearing seven decades on the throne, the
Queen has faced many personal and public storms - an early and surprising ascension to the throne, the
dissolution of the British Empire, political upheavals, international crises, national tragedies, family deaths, and
the tabloid travails of her children and grandchildren. But throughout all her trials and triumphs, Her Majesty
credits her personal faith in Jesus Christ as the steadying anchor to her life and reign. In this spiritual biography,
Dudley Delffs unpacks the secret behind Her Majesty's personal devotion and public service, giving you a fuller,
richer picture of the woman who’s led a nation with unwavering faith and resolve.

Queen of the World: Elizabeth II: Sovereign and Stateswoman - Robert Hardman - 2019-01-01
Written by renowned royal biographer, Robert Hardman, and with privileged access to the Royal Family and the
Royal Household, this is a brilliant new portrait of the most famous woman in the world and her place in it. On
today's world stage, there is one leader who stands apart from the rest. Queen Elizabeth II has seen more of the
planet and its people than any other head of state and has engaged with the world like no other monarch in
modern history. The iconic monarch never ventured further than the Isle of Wight until the age of 20 but since
then has now visited over 130 countries across the globe in the line of duty, acting as diplomat, hostess and
dignitary as the world stage as changed beyond recognition. It is a story full of drama, intrigue, exotic and
sometimes dangerous destinations, heroes, rogues, pomp and glamour, but at the heart of it all a woman who's
won the hearts of the world.
Who was Queen Elizabeth? - June Eding - 2008
Presents the life of Queen Elizabeth I, from her birth to Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn in 1533 and her
imprisonment by her half-sister, to her reign as queen, which brought peace, stability, and prosperity to sixteenthcentury England.

The Faith of Queen Elizabeth - Dudley Delffs - 2019-12-03
Discover the inspiring spiritual legacy of Queen Elizabeth II, the longest reigning monarch in British history.
Sharing a behind-the-scenes glimpse into the life of this notoriously private monarch, The Faith of Queen
Elizabeth features intimate stories and inspiring reflections on the personal faith behind the Crown. With
testimonies from historic figures such as Winston Churchill, Billy Graham, Mother Teresa, and Margaret
Thatcher, this magnificent tribute explores the faith of the world's most famous Queen - and the King she serves.

Who was Queen Elizabeth? - June Eding - 2008
Presents the life of Queen Elizabeth I, from her birth to Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn in 1533 and her
imprisonment by her half-sister, to her reign as queen, which brought peace, stability, and prosperity to sixteenth-
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Icon, matriarch, reformer, and the longest-reigning monarch in British history - Queen Elizabeth II intrigues
THE OFFICIAL BOOK, FULLY ENDORSED BY QUEEN ELIZABETH II From Her Majesty’s trusted confidant and
Dresser Angela Kelly LVO comes a lavishly designed book of never-before-seen photos of The Queen, Her
wardrobe and Her jewels and features intimate anecdotes from Angela’s 25-year career working closely with Her
Majesty. A truly unique keepsake and collectors’ item to be treasured. ‘For the nearly seven decades of her reign,
Her Majesty The Queen has used clothing to create a powerful visual identity that transcends fashion and has
made her perhaps the most readily identifiable person on the planet. Angela Kelly, building on the work of the
great designers and milliners who have worked with Her Majesty through the years – including couturiers Sir
Norman Hartnell, Sir Hardy Amies, and Ian Thomas, and milliners such as Simone Mirman and Freddy Fox –
brings her own imagination to bear on an iconic ‘uniform’ that suggests continuity and tradition, and ensures that
the wearer is always the most visible person in a room or a crowd.’–Anna Wintour, Vogue When Angela Kelly and
The Queen are together, laughter echoes through the corridors of Buckingham Palace. Angela has worked with
The Queen and walked the corridors of the Royal Household for twenty-five years, initially as Her Majesty’s
Senior Dresser and then latterly as Her Majesty’s Personal Advisor, Curator, Wardrobe and In-house Designer. As
the first person in history to hold this title, she shares a uniquely close working relationship with The Queen. In
The Other Side of the Coin, The Queen has personally given Angela her blessing to share their extraordinary bond
with the world. Whether it’s preparing for a formal occasion or brightening Her Majesty’s day with a playful joke,
Angela’s priority is to serve and support. Sharing never-before-seen photographs – many from Angela’s own
private collection – and charming anecdotes of their time spent together, this revealing book provides memorable
insights into what it’s like to work closely with The Queen, to curate her wardrobe and to discover a true and
lasting connection along the way. ‘The book documents the unique working relationship between Her Majesty The
Queen and the woman who has been her Personal Assistant and Senior Dresser for more than two decades:
Angela Kelly. It gives a rare insight into the demands of the job of supporting the Monarch, and we gain privileged
insight into a successful working relationship, characterized by humor, creativity, hard work, and a mutual
commitment to service and duty. Angela is a talented and inspiring woman, who has captured the highlights of
her long career with The Queen for us all to share.’ –Samantha Cohen, Assistant Private Secretary to The Queen
(2011–2018)

The Other Side of the Coin - Angela Kelly - 2019-10-29
millions around the world with her royal heritage, inspirational character, and profound faith, especially as
depicted in award-winning films such as The Queen and the wildly popular Netflix series The Crown. With a reign
that bridges the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, Queen Elizabeth has become the definition of stability,
faithfulness, and dignity. Fearlessly, she led her country into the modern age with a balance of historical tradition
and entrepreneurial initiative, public service and private devotion. Nearing seven decades on the throne, the
Queen has faced many personal and public storms - an early and surprising ascension to the throne, the
dissolution of the British Empire, political upheavals, international crises, national tragedies, family deaths, and
the tabloid travails of her children and grandchildren. But throughout all her trials and triumphs, Her Majesty
credits her personal faith in Jesus Christ as the steadying anchor to her life and reign. In this spiritual biography,
Dudley Delffs unpacks the secret behind Her Majesty's personal devotion and public service, giving you a fuller,
richer picture of the woman who’s led a nation with unwavering faith and resolve.
Elizabeth the Queen - Sally Bedell Smith - 2017-01-05
This definitive biography of Queen Elizabeth II is the first all-round, up-close picture of one of the most
fascinating, enigmatic and admired women in the world. With exclusive access to the Queen's personal letters,
close friends and associates, this intimate biography is a treasure trove of fresh insights on her public persona
and her private life. It also explores her close relationships with her family, her children, and Prince Philip. This
book will transport you back to a moment nine decades ago when a young Princess Elizabeth first discovered her
destiny. Here we see how over the years she has navigated through the political challenges and personal
sacrifices ahead of her, to put the Crown, the Country and her unswerving sense of duty first. There is so much
more to our Queen than that which is reported, but in these pages we at last get to meet the leader, strategist,
and diplomat; the daughter, wife, mother and grandmother - Elizabeth the Queen.
Elizabeth the Queen - Sally Bedell Smith - 2017-01-05
This definitive biography of Queen Elizabeth II is the first all-round, up-close picture of one of the most
fascinating, enigmatic and admired women in the world. With exclusive access to the Queen's personal letters,
close friends and associates, this intimate biography is a treasure trove of fresh insights on her public persona
and her private life. It also explores her close relationships with her family, her children, and Prince Philip. This
book will transport you back to a moment nine decades ago when a young Princess Elizabeth first discovered her
destiny. Here we see how over the years she has navigated through the political challenges and personal
sacrifices ahead of her, to put the Crown, the Country and her unswerving sense of duty first. There is so much
more to our Queen than that which is reported, but in these pages we at last get to meet the leader, strategist,
and diplomat; the daughter, wife, mother and grandmother - Elizabeth the Queen.

The Other Side of the Coin - Angela Kelly - 2019-10-29
THE OFFICIAL BOOK, FULLY ENDORSED BY QUEEN ELIZABETH II From Her Majesty’s trusted confidant and
Dresser Angela Kelly LVO comes a lavishly designed book of never-before-seen photos of The Queen, Her
wardrobe and Her jewels and features intimate anecdotes from Angela’s 25-year career working closely with Her
Majesty. A truly unique keepsake and collectors’ item to be treasured. ‘For the nearly seven decades of her reign,
Her Majesty The Queen has used clothing to create a powerful visual identity that transcends fashion and has
made her perhaps the most readily identifiable person on the planet. Angela Kelly, building on the work of the
great designers and milliners who have worked with Her Majesty through the years – including couturiers Sir
Norman Hartnell, Sir Hardy Amies, and Ian Thomas, and milliners such as Simone Mirman and Freddy Fox –
brings her own imagination to bear on an iconic ‘uniform’ that suggests continuity and tradition, and ensures that
the wearer is always the most visible person in a room or a crowd.’–Anna Wintour, Vogue When Angela Kelly and
The Queen are together, laughter echoes through the corridors of Buckingham Palace. Angela has worked with
The Queen and walked the corridors of the Royal Household for twenty-five years, initially as Her Majesty’s
Senior Dresser and then latterly as Her Majesty’s Personal Advisor, Curator, Wardrobe and In-house Designer. As
the first person in history to hold this title, she shares a uniquely close working relationship with The Queen. In
The Other Side of the Coin, The Queen has personally given Angela her blessing to share their extraordinary bond
with the world. Whether it’s preparing for a formal occasion or brightening Her Majesty’s day with a playful joke,
Angela’s priority is to serve and support. Sharing never-before-seen photographs – many from Angela’s own
private collection – and charming anecdotes of their time spent together, this revealing book provides memorable
insights into what it’s like to work closely with The Queen, to curate her wardrobe and to discover a true and
lasting connection along the way. ‘The book documents the unique working relationship between Her Majesty The
Queen and the woman who has been her Personal Assistant and Senior Dresser for more than two decades:
Angela Kelly. It gives a rare insight into the demands of the job of supporting the Monarch, and we gain privileged
insight into a successful working relationship, characterized by humor, creativity, hard work, and a mutual
commitment to service and duty. Angela is a talented and inspiring woman, who has captured the highlights of
her long career with The Queen for us all to share.’ –Samantha Cohen, Assistant Private Secretary to The Queen

Who Is Queen Elizabeth II? - Megan Stine - 2021-12-07
How did a little girl who loved horses become the longest reigning monarch in England? Find out in this addition
to the #1 New York Times best-selling Who Was? series! In 1936, the life of ten-year-old Princess Elizabeth of
York changed forever. Although she was a member of the British Royal Family, she never expected to become
queen. But when her uncle Edward gave up the throne, suddenly her father was the new king, which meant young
Elizabeth was next in line! Queen Elizabeth has reigned since 1953, and while there are palaces galore, the crown
jewels, and trips around the world, her life has been one of strict discipline and duty. This riveting chronicle
follows the life of a woman who is a public figure and an intensely private person and explores how she has kept
the monarchy together through good times and bad.
Who Is Queen Elizabeth II? - Megan Stine - 2021-12-07
How did a little girl who loved horses become the longest reigning monarch in England? Find out in this addition
to the #1 New York Times best-selling Who Was? series! In 1936, the life of ten-year-old Princess Elizabeth of
York changed forever. Although she was a member of the British Royal Family, she never expected to become
queen. But when her uncle Edward gave up the throne, suddenly her father was the new king, which meant young
Elizabeth was next in line! Queen Elizabeth has reigned since 1953, and while there are palaces galore, the crown
jewels, and trips around the world, her life has been one of strict discipline and duty. This riveting chronicle
follows the life of a woman who is a public figure and an intensely private person and explores how she has kept
the monarchy together through good times and bad.
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photographs of Her Majesty. They capture an unusual affability and ease combined with the dignity appropriate to

(2011–2018)
royal occasions. Wherever and whenever they were taken, these magnificent pictures show the pleasure that the
Queen takes in her daily encounters with people all over the world. It is there for all to see in her charming and
dazzling smile.Including text featuring real-life accounts of the pleasure and joy experienced by those who have
met the Queen, Happy and Glorious is a unique tribute from the people, in words and pictures, to Her Royal
Majesty in the year of her 80th birthday.Also included is a foreword by a close palace source and royal observer.
Photographs of some of the Queen's visits to Canada are featured as well.

Queen Elizabeth II - Tim Ewart - 2018-06
Written by ITV's former Royal Editor, Queen Elizabeth II examines the life and reign of one of the United
Kingdom's best-loved monarchs. With unique images from the Royal Archives, this beautifully illustrated book
covers everything from royal tours to state visits, day-to-day engagements to grand occasions. It examines the
remarkable events that have unfolded during the Queen's rule, and how she maintains traditions stretching back
millennia.

Happy and Glorious - - 2006-02-23
A beautiful and touching tribute to Queen Elizabeth II.Robin Nunn has traveled with the Queen for over 20 years.
Granted exceptional access to the Royal family, he has taken some of the most enduring official and informal
photographs of Her Majesty. They capture an unusual affability and ease combined with the dignity appropriate to
royal occasions. Wherever and whenever they were taken, these magnificent pictures show the pleasure that the
Queen takes in her daily encounters with people all over the world. It is there for all to see in her charming and
dazzling smile.Including text featuring real-life accounts of the pleasure and joy experienced by those who have
met the Queen, Happy and Glorious is a unique tribute from the people, in words and pictures, to Her Royal
Majesty in the year of her 80th birthday.Also included is a foreword by a close palace source and royal observer.
Photographs of some of the Queen's visits to Canada are featured as well.

Queen Elizabeth II - Tim Ewart - 2018-06
Written by ITV's former Royal Editor, Queen Elizabeth II examines the life and reign of one of the United
Kingdom's best-loved monarchs. With unique images from the Royal Archives, this beautifully illustrated book
covers everything from royal tours to state visits, day-to-day engagements to grand occasions. It examines the
remarkable events that have unfolded during the Queen's rule, and how she maintains traditions stretching back
millennia.
LIFE Jubilee! Queen Elizabeth II - The Editors of LIFE - 2012-07-10
In April of 2011 LIFE ventured to London for our bestselling book The Royal Wedding of Prince William and Kate
Middleton. This June we return to capture all the pomp and circumstance as England celebrates its queen's 60th
year on the throne. All of the best photography from the festivities will be in these pages — as will so much else.
Directly descended from Victoria, Elizabeth is now on the verge of supplanting that great queen as Britain's
longest serving monarch ever — and LIFE has had its cameras trained on her since she was a little girl. We were
there to record her precocious courage during World War II, her splendiferous marriage to Prince Philip, her
glittery coronation, her travails and dramas in the modern age. The other characters that come and go in these
pages are equally famous and compelling: Wayward Uncle Edward who had to abdicate the throne, the Queen
Mum and her hats, Elizabeth's father George VI who overcame his stammer to rally his countrymen during the
war, Prince Charles, Lady Diana, the grandsons Will and Harry — and on and on. We see these people move
through palaces opulent beyond belief (Buckingham, Windsor), and estates that dwarf Downton Abbey
(Sandringham, Balmoral). We learn of their lives, their loves, their scandals. Ever with her head held high, there is
Elizabeth II. Here is her royal story, told in its entirety. This book will include not only grand photography of the
Jubilee but of prior House of Windsor celebrations, including Victoria's own 60th anniversary celebration,
Elizabeth's wedding, the so-called "Wedding of the Century" (Charles and Di's), and the recent marriage of
Elizabeth's grandson to Princess Kate. It is a splashy, festive book. It fairly shouts: "Long live the queen!"

The Winter Queen - Rosalind Kay Marshall - 1998
The Winter Queen is the tragic story of Elizabeth of Bohemia (1596-1662), daughter of James VI and Anne of
Denmark. Regarded as one of the most romantic figures of the seventeenth century, she was the crucial link
between the Stewart kings and the House of Hanover. Elizabeth was, successively, a royal princess in Linlithgow,
then in London, an adored bride in Heidelberg, a Queen Consort in Prague, an impoverished exile in The Hague
and finally the respected aunt of Charles II in Restoration London. The book accompanies a major exhibition to be
held at the Scottish National Portrait Gallery in the summer of 1998. The author, Dr. Rosalind Marshall, is a
leading art historian who has published a number of books, including biographies of Mary of Guise and Mary,
Queen of Scots.
The Winter Queen - Rosalind Kay Marshall - 1998
The Winter Queen is the tragic story of Elizabeth of Bohemia (1596-1662), daughter of James VI and Anne of
Denmark. Regarded as one of the most romantic figures of the seventeenth century, she was the crucial link
between the Stewart kings and the House of Hanover. Elizabeth was, successively, a royal princess in Linlithgow,
then in London, an adored bride in Heidelberg, a Queen Consort in Prague, an impoverished exile in The Hague
and finally the respected aunt of Charles II in Restoration London. The book accompanies a major exhibition to be
held at the Scottish National Portrait Gallery in the summer of 1998. The author, Dr. Rosalind Marshall, is a
leading art historian who has published a number of books, including biographies of Mary of Guise and Mary,
Queen of Scots.

LIFE Jubilee! Queen Elizabeth II - The Editors of LIFE - 2012-07-10
In April of 2011 LIFE ventured to London for our bestselling book The Royal Wedding of Prince William and Kate
Middleton. This June we return to capture all the pomp and circumstance as England celebrates its queen's 60th
year on the throne. All of the best photography from the festivities will be in these pages — as will so much else.
Directly descended from Victoria, Elizabeth is now on the verge of supplanting that great queen as Britain's
longest serving monarch ever — and LIFE has had its cameras trained on her since she was a little girl. We were
there to record her precocious courage during World War II, her splendiferous marriage to Prince Philip, her
glittery coronation, her travails and dramas in the modern age. The other characters that come and go in these
pages are equally famous and compelling: Wayward Uncle Edward who had to abdicate the throne, the Queen
Mum and her hats, Elizabeth's father George VI who overcame his stammer to rally his countrymen during the
war, Prince Charles, Lady Diana, the grandsons Will and Harry — and on and on. We see these people move
through palaces opulent beyond belief (Buckingham, Windsor), and estates that dwarf Downton Abbey
(Sandringham, Balmoral). We learn of their lives, their loves, their scandals. Ever with her head held high, there is
Elizabeth II. Here is her royal story, told in its entirety. This book will include not only grand photography of the
Jubilee but of prior House of Windsor celebrations, including Victoria's own 60th anniversary celebration,
Elizabeth's wedding, the so-called "Wedding of the Century" (Charles and Di's), and the recent marriage of
Elizabeth's grandson to Princess Kate. It is a splashy, festive book. It fairly shouts: "Long live the queen!"

The Wicked Wit of Queen Elizabeth II - Karen Dolby - 2017-11-14
A charming collection of quotes and anecdotes celebrating England's Queen Elizabeth II, the incomparable British
monarch. When we think of the queen, we probably picture a serious, dignified personage complete with majestic
hat and matching handbag. But The Wicked Wit of Queen Elizabeth II reveals a side of the monarch the public
rarely sees, her healthy sense of humor: sometimes silly, sometimes sarcastic—and occasionally unintentional (to
guitar legend Eric Clapton: “Have you been playing long?”)! This is a delightful celebration of the queen’s humor
revealed through her own words on topics from family and travel to pets and hobbies, as well as stories from the
royal household of Britain’s longest-serving monarch. In addition to the queen, other royals get in their two cents,
including the famously filterless Prince Philip and the acerbic Princess Margaret, as well as Prince Charles and
Princess Anne.
The Wicked Wit of Queen Elizabeth II - Karen Dolby - 2017-11-14
A charming collection of quotes and anecdotes celebrating England's Queen Elizabeth II, the incomparable British
monarch. When we think of the queen, we probably picture a serious, dignified personage complete with majestic
hat and matching handbag. But The Wicked Wit of Queen Elizabeth II reveals a side of the monarch the public
rarely sees, her healthy sense of humor: sometimes silly, sometimes sarcastic—and occasionally unintentional (to

Happy and Glorious - - 2006-02-23
A beautiful and touching tribute to Queen Elizabeth II.Robin Nunn has traveled with the Queen for over 20 years.
Granted exceptional access to the Royal family, he has taken some of the most enduring official and informal
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poignant new introduction by BBC royal correspondent Jennie Bond, offers fascinating insights into the changing
revealed through her own words on topics from family and travel to pets and hobbies, as well as stories from the
royal household of Britain’s longest-serving monarch. In addition to the queen, other royals get in their two cents,
including the famously filterless Prince Philip and the acerbic Princess Margaret, as well as Prince Charles and
Princess Anne.

guitar legend Eric Clapton: “Have you been playing long?”)! This is a delightful celebration of the queen’s humor
lives and times of Britains royal family.
The Little Princesses - Marion Crawford - 2003-04-10
Once upon a time, in 1930s England, there were two little princesses named Elizabeth and Margaret Rose. Their
father was the Duke of York, the second son of King George V, and their Uncle David was the future King of
England. We all know how the fairy tale ended: When King George died, "Uncle David" became King Edward VIII--who abdicated less than a year later to marry the scandalous Wallis Simpson. Suddenly the little princesses'
father was King. The family moved to Buckingham Palace, and ten-year-old Princess Elizabeth became the heir to
the crown she would ultimately wear for over fifty years. The Little Princesses shows us how it all began. In the
early thirties, the Duke and Duchess of York were looking for someone to educate their daughters, Elizabeth and
Margaret, then five- and two-years-old. They already had a nanny---a family retainer who had looked after their
mother when she was a child---but it was time to add someone younger and livelier to the household. Enter
Marion Crawford, a twenty-four-year-old from Scotland who was promptly dubbed "Crawfie" by the young
Elizabeth and who would stay with the family for sixteen years. Beginning at the quiet family home in Piccadilly
and ending with the birth of Prince Charles at Buckingham Palace in 1948, Crawfie tells how she brought the
princesses up to be "Royal," while attempting to show them a bit of the ordinary world of underground trains, Girl
Guides, and swimming lessons. The Little Princesses was first published in 1950 to a furor we cannot imagine
today. It has been called the original "nanny diaries" because it was the first account of life with the Royals ever
published. Although hers was a touching account of the childhood of the Queen and Princess Margaret, Crawfie
was demonized by the press. The Queen Mother, who had been a great friend and who had, Crawfie maintained,
given her permission to write the account, never spoke to her again. Reading The Little Princesses now, with a
poignant new introduction by BBC royal correspondent Jennie Bond, offers fascinating insights into the changing
lives and times of Britains royal family.

Queen Elizabeth II - Adam West - 2019-07
This book serves as a biography of Queen Elizabeth II and the incredible life that she lives. Currently, Elizabeth II
is the longest reigning Queen in the history of the United Kingdom. She has lived and ruled through many
different periods, and to this day continues to be largely respected by the people of Britain. This biography will
educate you on Queen Elizabeth II's life, from her childhood, to the unlikely circumstances that led to her
becoming the Queen, through to her many challenges and victories as the ruler of the United Kingdom. This book
discusses the most pivotal moments in the Queen's life, along with what her incredible legacy will be! Here Is
What You'll Learn AboutWho Is Queen Elizabeth IIFamily & ChildhoodBecoming A QueenThe Early Years As
QueenBeing Queen In A Changing WorldThe Impact Of Queen Elizabeth IIQueen Elizabeth's LegacyMuch, Much
More!
Queen Elizabeth II - Adam West - 2019-07
This book serves as a biography of Queen Elizabeth II and the incredible life that she lives. Currently, Elizabeth II
is the longest reigning Queen in the history of the United Kingdom. She has lived and ruled through many
different periods, and to this day continues to be largely respected by the people of Britain. This biography will
educate you on Queen Elizabeth II's life, from her childhood, to the unlikely circumstances that led to her
becoming the Queen, through to her many challenges and victories as the ruler of the United Kingdom. This book
discusses the most pivotal moments in the Queen's life, along with what her incredible legacy will be! Here Is
What You'll Learn AboutWho Is Queen Elizabeth IIFamily & ChildhoodBecoming A QueenThe Early Years As
QueenBeing Queen In A Changing WorldThe Impact Of Queen Elizabeth IIQueen Elizabeth's LegacyMuch, Much
More!

PEOPLE Prince Philip - People Magazine - 2021-04-16
With Prince Philip's passing at age 99, People pays tribute to history's longest-serving royal consort in a photofilled commemorative edition. The day of Queen Elizabeth's 1953 coronation, her husband, Philip Mountbatten,
also took a vow: To stand by the monarch, who happened also to be the love of his life. With intimate family
pictures and glorious historical moments, this special issue looks at Philip's life, from his turbulent childhood
through his decades of public duty to the Crown. The son of Prince Andrew of Greece and Denmark and Princess
Alice of Battenberg served his adopted country first as a naval officer and then as the “strength and stay” of the
queen, to whom he was wed for 73 years. Father to Princes Charles, Andrew and Edward and to Princess Anne, he
was a grandfather to eight (including Princes William and Harry), and a great-grandfather of nine. Flinty and
frank, he was known for the occasional verbal gaffe but also for being someone the queen “can have a laugh
with,” according to an insider. People's unparalleled royal coverage tells the story of a royal romance that
weathered good years and bad. As a bridesmaid at their 1947 wedding told People when Elizabeth

The Queen - Matthew Dennison - 2021-06-03
The magisterial life of the woman whose family's personal intrigues, romances and political rivalries have shaped
much of post-war British history.
The Queen - Matthew Dennison - 2021-06-03
The magisterial life of the woman whose family's personal intrigues, romances and political rivalries have shaped
much of post-war British history.
The Little Princesses - Marion Crawford - 2003-04-10
Once upon a time, in 1930s England, there were two little princesses named Elizabeth and Margaret Rose. Their
father was the Duke of York, the second son of King George V, and their Uncle David was the future King of
England. We all know how the fairy tale ended: When King George died, "Uncle David" became King Edward VIII--who abdicated less than a year later to marry the scandalous Wallis Simpson. Suddenly the little princesses'
father was King. The family moved to Buckingham Palace, and ten-year-old Princess Elizabeth became the heir to
the crown she would ultimately wear for over fifty years. The Little Princesses shows us how it all began. In the
early thirties, the Duke and Duchess of York were looking for someone to educate their daughters, Elizabeth and
Margaret, then five- and two-years-old. They already had a nanny---a family retainer who had looked after their
mother when she was a child---but it was time to add someone younger and livelier to the household. Enter
Marion Crawford, a twenty-four-year-old from Scotland who was promptly dubbed "Crawfie" by the young
Elizabeth and who would stay with the family for sixteen years. Beginning at the quiet family home in Piccadilly
and ending with the birth of Prince Charles at Buckingham Palace in 1948, Crawfie tells how she brought the
princesses up to be "Royal," while attempting to show them a bit of the ordinary world of underground trains, Girl
Guides, and swimming lessons. The Little Princesses was first published in 1950 to a furor we cannot imagine
today. It has been called the original "nanny diaries" because it was the first account of life with the Royals ever
published. Although hers was a touching account of the childhood of the Queen and Princess Margaret, Crawfie
was demonized by the press. The Queen Mother, who had been a great friend and who had, Crawfie maintained,
given her permission to write the account, never spoke to her again. Reading The Little Princesses now, with a
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PEOPLE Prince Philip - People Magazine - 2021-04-16
With Prince Philip's passing at age 99, People pays tribute to history's longest-serving royal consort in a photofilled commemorative edition. The day of Queen Elizabeth's 1953 coronation, her husband, Philip Mountbatten,
also took a vow: To stand by the monarch, who happened also to be the love of his life. With intimate family
pictures and glorious historical moments, this special issue looks at Philip's life, from his turbulent childhood
through his decades of public duty to the Crown. The son of Prince Andrew of Greece and Denmark and Princess
Alice of Battenberg served his adopted country first as a naval officer and then as the “strength and stay” of the
queen, to whom he was wed for 73 years. Father to Princes Charles, Andrew and Edward and to Princess Anne, he
was a grandfather to eight (including Princes William and Harry), and a great-grandfather of nine. Flinty and
frank, he was known for the occasional verbal gaffe but also for being someone the queen “can have a laugh
with,” according to an insider. People's unparalleled royal coverage tells the story of a royal romance that
weathered good years and bad. As a bridesmaid at their 1947 wedding told People when Elizabeth
The Untold Life of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother - Lady Colin Campbell - 2012
Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother was called the 'most successful queen since Cleopatra' and the 'best queen
consort ever'. But there was another Elizabeth the Queen Mother behind the smiling granny, and the untold story
of the life she really lived is fascinating and moving.
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a success, Elizabeth endears herself to the British people, and prevents the former king and his brazen bride from
ever again setting foot in Buckingham Palace. Elizabeth holds many powerful cards, she’s also hiding damaging
secrets about her past and her provenance that could prove to be her undoing. In this riveting novel of royal
secrets and intrigue, Karen Harper lifts the veil on one of the world’s most fascinating families, and how its

The Untold Life of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother - Lady Colin Campbell - 2012
Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother was called the 'most successful queen since Cleopatra' and the 'best queen
consort ever'. But there was another Elizabeth the Queen Mother behind the smiling granny, and the untold story
of
the life
she really
is fascinating
and moving.
“secret
weapon”
of alived
matriarch
maneuvered
her way through one of the most dangerous chapters of the century.
Elizabeth I - Myra Weatherly - 2006
Discusses the life of Queen Elizabeth I, from her birth to Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn in 1533, her imprisonment
by her half-sister Mary, through her reign as one of England's more respected monarchs, to her death in 1603.

The Queen's Secret - Karen Harper - 2020-05-19
If you love Jennifer Robson or The Crown you will love New York Times bestselling author Karen Harper’s novel
about Elizabeth, The Queen Mother. 1939. As the wife of the King George VI and the mother of the future queen,
Elizabeth—“the queen mother”—shows a warm, smiling face to the world. But it’s no surprise that Hitler himself
calls her the “Most Dangerous Woman in Europe.” For behind that soft voice and kindly demeanor is a will of
steel. Two years earlier, George was thrust onto the throne when his brother Edward abdicated, determined to
marry his divorced, American mistress Mrs. Simpson. Vowing to do whatever it takes to make her husband’s reign
a success, Elizabeth endears herself to the British people, and prevents the former king and his brazen bride from
ever again setting foot in Buckingham Palace. Elizabeth holds many powerful cards, she’s also hiding damaging
secrets about her past and her provenance that could prove to be her undoing. In this riveting novel of royal
secrets and intrigue, Karen Harper lifts the veil on one of the world’s most fascinating families, and how its
“secret weapon” of a matriarch maneuvered her way through one of the most dangerous chapters of the century.

Elizabeth I - Myra Weatherly - 2006
Discusses the life of Queen Elizabeth I, from her birth to Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn in 1533, her imprisonment
by her half-sister Mary, through her reign as one of England's more respected monarchs, to her death in 1603.
Elizabeth & Margaret - Andrew Morton - 2021-03-30
They were the closest of sisters and the best of friends. But when, in a quixotic twist of fate, their uncle Edward
VIII decided to abdicate the throne, the dynamic between Elizabeth and Margaret was dramatically altered.
Forever more, Margaret would have to curtsey to the sister she called 'Lillibet'. And bow to her wishes. Elizabeth
would always look upon her younger sister's antics with a kind of stoical amusement but Margaret's struggle to
find a place and position inside the royal system - and her fraught relationship with its expectations - was often a
source of tension. Famously, the Queen had to inform Margaret that the Church and government would not
countenance her marrying a divorcee, Group Captain Peter Townsend, forcing Margaret to choose between
keeping her title and royal allowances or her divorcee lover. From the idyll of their cloistered early life, through
their hidden wartime lives, into the divergent paths they took following their father's death and Elizabeth's
ascension to the throne, this book explores their relationship over the years. Andrew Morton, renowned
bestselling author of Diana: Her True Story, offers unique insight into these two drastically different sisters - one
resigned to duty and responsibility, the other resistant to it - and the lasting impact they have had on the Crown,
the royal family and the way it has adapted to the changing mores of the twentieth century.

The Queen - Ben Pimlott - 2012
An updated edition of Ben Pimlott's classic biography of the Queen: 'There is no better biography of Elizabeth II.'
PETER HENNESSY, Independent on Sunday The royal family have been through a tumultuous decade, but with
the wedding of Prince William to Kate Middleton, Prince Philip's 90th birthday and the forthcoming Diamond
Jubilee celebrations, there is renewed interest and appreciation of our monarchy. The Queen is an in-depth look at
the woman at the centre of it all and is the only biography to take Elizabeth II seriously as the subject of historical
biography, or to examine the influences that formed her and the ideas she represents. Ben Pimlott (described by
Andrew Marr in the Independent as 'the best writer of political biography now writing') treats the Head of State
to the rigorous and objective scrutiny he applied to major political personalities, using a wide range of sources,
including interviews, diaries and letters, and papers in the Royal Archives. The Queen looks at the social, political
and psychological aspects of his subject in detail, as well as at the changing role of Monarchy in the British
Constitution. In the process, the book displays all the author's formidable analytic and narrative skills, and
provides a gripping yet sensitive account of one of the most publicised - yet least known - figures of our time. It is
vital reading for all those who care about public life in Britain - past, present and to come.

Elizabeth & Margaret - Andrew Morton - 2021-03-30
They were the closest of sisters and the best of friends. But when, in a quixotic twist of fate, their uncle Edward
VIII decided to abdicate the throne, the dynamic between Elizabeth and Margaret was dramatically altered.
Forever more, Margaret would have to curtsey to the sister she called 'Lillibet'. And bow to her wishes. Elizabeth
would always look upon her younger sister's antics with a kind of stoical amusement but Margaret's struggle to
find a place and position inside the royal system - and her fraught relationship with its expectations - was often a
source of tension. Famously, the Queen had to inform Margaret that the Church and government would not
countenance her marrying a divorcee, Group Captain Peter Townsend, forcing Margaret to choose between
keeping her title and royal allowances or her divorcee lover. From the idyll of their cloistered early life, through
their hidden wartime lives, into the divergent paths they took following their father's death and Elizabeth's
ascension to the throne, this book explores their relationship over the years. Andrew Morton, renowned
bestselling author of Diana: Her True Story, offers unique insight into these two drastically different sisters - one
resigned to duty and responsibility, the other resistant to it - and the lasting impact they have had on the Crown,
the royal family and the way it has adapted to the changing mores of the twentieth century.

The Queen - Ben Pimlott - 2012
An updated edition of Ben Pimlott's classic biography of the Queen: 'There is no better biography of Elizabeth II.'
PETER HENNESSY, Independent on Sunday The royal family have been through a tumultuous decade, but with
the wedding of Prince William to Kate Middleton, Prince Philip's 90th birthday and the forthcoming Diamond
Jubilee celebrations, there is renewed interest and appreciation of our monarchy. The Queen is an in-depth look at
the woman at the centre of it all and is the only biography to take Elizabeth II seriously as the subject of historical
biography, or to examine the influences that formed her and the ideas she represents. Ben Pimlott (described by
Andrew Marr in the Independent as 'the best writer of political biography now writing') treats the Head of State
to the rigorous and objective scrutiny he applied to major political personalities, using a wide range of sources,
including interviews, diaries and letters, and papers in the Royal Archives. The Queen looks at the social, political
and psychological aspects of his subject in detail, as well as at the changing role of Monarchy in the British
Constitution. In the process, the book displays all the author's formidable analytic and narrative skills, and
provides a gripping yet sensitive account of one of the most publicised - yet least known - figures of our time. It is
vital reading for all those who care about public life in Britain - past, present and to come.

The Queen's Secret - Karen Harper - 2020-05-19
If you love Jennifer Robson or The Crown you will love New York Times bestselling author Karen Harper’s novel
about Elizabeth, The Queen Mother. 1939. As the wife of the King George VI and the mother of the future queen,
Elizabeth—“the queen mother”—shows a warm, smiling face to the world. But it’s no surprise that Hitler himself
calls her the “Most Dangerous Woman in Europe.” For behind that soft voice and kindly demeanor is a will of
steel. Two years earlier, George was thrust onto the throne when his brother Edward abdicated, determined to
marry his divorced, American mistress Mrs. Simpson. Vowing to do whatever it takes to make her husband’s reign
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